Deepwater Well Control

IDEAS is pleased to announce the upgrade of its Deepwater Well Control Course in order for Operators and Drilling Contractors to minimise the chance of a well control incident occurring in the first place and how to successfully circulate the influx to surface and kill the well with minimum risk and time should a well control incident occur.

Our newly upgraded Deepwater Well Control Manual, which accompanies our course material, has been neatly and clearly divided into six sections, which covers the following areas: - Loss of Primary Well Control; Shut-In Procedures; Well Control Techniques; Downhole Problem Avoidance; Shallow Gas and Equipment / Decision Trees.

With clear graphics and artwork, this manual and course is a must for anyone involved in Deepwater Operations.

IDEAS (Independent Drilling Engineering Associates) carries out Drilling Consultancy and Training Services to the highest standards, with the absolute best people in their areas of expertise to serve you quickly, optimally and professionally.

With a typical minimum of 35 years combined field and onshore experience, our expert Consultants and Trainers bring a wealth of experience to your rigs, projects and classrooms.

Our work ethics, practices and training materials are all based upon the extremely high standards published by API, IADC, SPE, NACE, IADC Wellsharp, IADC Wellcap Plus, IWCF and IOGP.